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[Offered by Senator Kenneally]

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Sixty-Three.

Resolutionsurging the united states to convey the
U.S.S MASSACHUSETTS TO THE COMMONWEALTH OF MAASACHUSETTS

AS A STATE MEMORIAL.

Whereas, The U.S.S. Massachusetts was built in the city of Quincy
in nineteen hundred and forty-two, and was immediately commis-
sioned and put into battle without the usual shakedown cruise; and

Whereas, The battleship Massachusetts fired the first sixteen
inch shell in the European offensive, and distinguished itself in
both the Atlantic and Pacific, participating in thirty-five engage-
ments in three years and sinking or damaging five enemy ships
and destroying eighteen enemy aircraft; and

Whereas, The U.S.S. Massachusetts in nineteen hundred and
sixty-two was declared to be in excess of current Navy needs and
was stricken from the Naval Vessel Register, and since that time
has been retained in the Reserve Fleet; and

Whereas, Whenever a ship is stricken from the Naval Vessel
Register, the maintenance of such ship is no longer authorized,
and it is then subjected to deterioration by the elements until
disposed of or salvaged; and

Whereas, The battleship Massachusetts will be disposed of at
the end of this year unless the commonwealth formally requests
the United States Navy Department to donate the battleship to
the Commonwealth where it may serve as a fitting state memorial
and as an inspiration to all; and

Whereas, It is fitting that the battleship Massachusetts be re-
turned to Massachusetts and be docked alongside the U. S. Frigate
Constitution, where both ships, the Constitution and the Massachu-
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setts, the first and the last battleships of the United Staes Navy
to be built in the state, will be an inspiring naval museum and a
permanent historic shrine; therefore be it

Resolved, That the Massachusetts State Senate respectfully urges
the Congress of the United States and the Department of the Navy
to take such action as may be necessary to insure that the U.S.S.
Massachusetts will not be sold for scrap or otherwise disposed of,
except by donating said battleship to the Commonwealth of Massa-
chusetts, as a state memorial, upon formal request being made
therefor by the Governor of the Commonwealth; and be it further

Resolved, That copies of these resolutions be transmitted forth-
with by the secretary of the commonwealth to the President of
the United States, to the Secretary of the Navy, to the presiding
officer of each branch of the Congress and to each member thereof
from this commonwealth.


